
HURLEY 1ST v WHITE WALTHAM 2ND   Date: 6TH July 
 
Played at Hurley 
 
Innings of White Waltham 
 
A. Parham c. Simoes b. Ridgeway 38 

T. Nasir  b. Brown 34 

H. Gillan-Toon c. Brown b. Ridgeway 38 

M. Chapman LBW b. Akhtar 5 

Z. Patel c. and b. Akhtar 12 

D. Griffith c. Simoes b. Langlands 20 

S. Saleem LBW b. Langlands 15 

J. Brooker  b. Brown 5 

M. Salmon c. Day b. Brown 10 

W. Edwards  b. Langlands 0 

D. Allen Not Out  0 

  Extras 12 

  Total 189 

  For 10 
 

Bowling 
 
 Overs Maidens Runs Wkts. 

J. Langlands 12 2 48 3 

N. Akhtar 12 4 35 2 

R. Brown 7 1 33 3 

V. Bhagwani 7 1 22 0 

P. Ridgeway 12 2 40 2 



Innings of Hurley+ 
 
P. Ridgeway  b. Saleem 7 

D. Simoes c. and b. Salmon 4 

P. Hunjan  b. Parham 30 

R. Brown c. Griffith b. Salmon 16 

V. Sharma c. Nasir b. Salmon 0 

N. Akhtar LBW b. Brooker 34 

D. Day Not Out  33 

J. Langlands Not Out  47 

V. Bhagwani )   

H. Mansell )- dnb   

A. Morgans )   

  Extras 21 

  Total 192 

  For 6 
 

Bowling 
 
 Overs Maidens Runs Wkts. 

M. Salmon 12 2 46 3 

S. Saleem 13.3 2 45 1 

A.Parham 4 0 17 0 

J. Brooker 9 1 32 1 

W. Edwards 4 0 22 0 

T. Nasir 3 1 10 0 

 

Result:  Hurley won by 4 wickets 
 
Hurley 1st XI gained a measure of redemption for recent disappointments with a 
four-wicket win over White Waltham 2nds at Shepherds Lane.  The visitors were 
looking to climb off the bottom of Division 2, while the hosts had lost their unbeaten 
home record for 2013 against Great Kingshill on the previous weekend.  The previous 
encounter between the two teams at the Airfield location two weeks earlier had 
seen White Waltham prevail in a rain-affected drawn match.  This rematch was also 
notable for the seasonal reappearance of Naeem Akhtar, the Players’ Player of the 
2009 season.  Your scribe was pressed into action just before the toss. 
Hurley captain Ross Brown invited the visitors to bat on the hottest day of the year 
so far.  With Akhtar available as an additional spearhead, Brown broke with recent 
practice and opted to open the bowling with Jonathan Langlands from the Lane end 
and Akhtar from the Farm end.  Brown and Phil Ridgeway also bowled from the Lane 
end, and Vikram Bhagwani replaced Akhtar after his opening spell.  Akhtar, Brown 
and Langlands all bowled split spells, but only Langlands changed ends, allowing him 
to bowl the first and last overs of the White Waltham innings.  The solid Andy 
Parham again proved difficult to dislodge, and 104 runs were scored in twenty-six 
overs during his stay at the crease in two fifty-run stands for the first and second 
wickets.  Parham was caught when David Simoes held a skyer at short extra cover off 



Ridgeway.  Gillan-Toon, making his league debut, batted for twenty-two overs, and 
added eight-eight runs in four stands before being caught by Brown at long on.  
Brown took the first wicket and returned to mop up the tail with Langlands.  
Ridgeway and Akhtar both took two key wickets and successfully restricted the 
White Waltham scoring.  The visitors lost their last nine wickets during the second 
half of their innings, and finished about twenty runs short of what would prove to be 
a competitive score. 
In reply the visitors opened the Hurley innings with the old ball from the Lane end 
with the double slow-left-arm combination of Mike Salmon and Saraf Saleem.  
Simoes offered a tame return catch in the third over.  Saleem again took Ridgeway’s 
wicket, this time hitting his stumps.  Varun Sharma was caught at square leg, and 
Brown was adjudged to have played an edge to the wicket-keeper after some 
attacking shots.  With both openers and the captain having departed with the score 
on thirty-eight in the ninth over, the curmudgeons were sharpening their quills, but 
Parvinder Hunjan and Akhtar steadied the Hurley ship with a stand of fifty-one in 
fourteen overs for the fifth wicket.  Parham and Brooker replaced Salmon and 
Saleem respectively, and two more wickets were taken, but thereafter the White 
Waltham bowlers appeared to tire.  Langlands, always fiercely competitive, found a 
willing ally in Denis Day, and the pair added ninety-three in eighteen overs in an 
unbroken stand for the seventh wicket to draw Hurley over the line.  Victory was 
brought up with twenty-seven balls to spare. 
Despite the challenges of batting well after tea after three hours of bowling and 
fielding in the heat, Brown’s tactic of inserting the opposition appeared to be fully 
vindicated.  The next fixture for Hurley is Chalfont St Giles away in two weeks’ time. 
Morrant Man of the Match: Jonathan Langlands 
 
-HM 
 


